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Abstract

Detecting and locating leaks in water distribution systems is of great interest. For the localization of leaks we make use of

pressure sensors alongside a calibrated hydraulic EPANET model of the investigated system. Leakage localization is solved with a

Differential Evolution algorithm. For sensor placement we use a non-binarized leak sensitivity matrix with a projection-based leak

isolation approach. Additionally, the effect of uncertain hydraulic model parameters on the measurement quantities is investigated

by Monte Carlo simulations and was incorporated in the sensor placement algorithm. Uncertainty analysis, sensor placement and

leakage location was tested on two hydraulic systems.
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1. Introduction

Finding leaks in Water Distribution Systems (WDS) is of great interest for water utilities due to the fact that

leakages cause economic costs, are a possible contamination source and may cause major damages in the surrounding

infrastructure. For the location of leaks we make use of a model based leakage detection approach, using pressure

sensors alongside a calibrated hydraulic EPANET (Rossman [1]) model of the investigated system, instead of other

technologies like acoustic instruments, for instance . This drastically economizes the number of sensors and hence

associated costs and maintenance time.

Once sensors are placed in a system, leak localization can be formulated as an optimization problem and many

papers on this topic have been published in the past. However, less attention has been payed to sensor placement

itself. Furthermore, uncertainties in the hydraulic model itself have been left aside. I.e. fluctuations in the demand

cause stochastic deviations on the pressures in the system. We refer to this source of uncertainty as process noise.

Sensor placement can be formulated as an optimization problem as well. A trivial approach is the placement of

sensors at the most sensitive positions with respect to a leakage event. Concerning the process noise, it appears that
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the most sensitive point with respect to leakage is also the most sensitive point with respect to uncertain demands.

Consequently, this point is not robust and less ideal. This illustrates the need for uncertainty analysis in the hydraulic

distribution system for robust sensor positions.

The effect of uncertain hydraulic model parameters on the measurement quantities is investigated by a Monte

Carlo simulation (MCS) for the model net of Poulakis et al. [2]. Whereas MCS is still bearable for small WDS,

the computational load for large systems is considered intolerable. For that reason, a hydraulic small signal model

(HSSM) for fast hydraulic simulations was developed by Neumayer et al. [3]. Instead of thousands of EPANET

evaluations for MCS, only a system of linear equations has to be solved in the HSSM to calculate the propagation of

the covariance matrix of uncertain demands through the whole system.

For sensor placement a non-binarized leak sensitivity matrix with a projection-based leak isolation approach is

implemented based on the work of Casillas et al. [4] combined with the former mentioned uncertainties.

For the optimal sensor placement a special Genetic Algorithm (GA), called Differential Evolution (DE) developed

by Storn and Price [5], is used through its good rate of convergence and significant savings on computation time in

large WDS. As optimization criterion a combination of leak detectability and isolation on the one hand and the process

noise on the other hand is applied.

This paper is structured as follows. In the methodology section, two ways of calculating the process noise, one

with the help of MCS, the other one through the HSSM developed by Neumayer et al. [3] are described first. From

calculation of the propagation of process noise, the standard deviation of the pressures due to the process noise is

taken as a quality criterion of possible measurement points. Second, a methodology of how to incorporate this quality

information in the sensor placement method of Casillas et al. [4] is introduced. Leakage localization can also be

formulated as an optimization task. Therefore the methods section finally gives a brief description of how to apply

DE on this task. In the results section, the former mentioned methodologies of how to incorporate process noise into

the sensor placement are presented for a model WDS from literature (Poulakis et al. [2]) and for a real-world network

located in the city of Linz (Austria).

2. Methodology

2.1. Calculating the process noise

WDS are under-determined systems. For example, it is nearly impossible to know the demand of every single

customer in the system in real time. Therefore, this quantity is fraught with uncertainty. Moreover, this fluctuations

in the demand are influencing the hydraulics of the system, leading again to uncertainties in this dependent variables.

The numerical standard tool for calculating unknown distributions of variables that depend on uncertain input

parameters is MCS. In there, the uncertain parameters are randomly drawn from a specific distribution representing

the parameter fluctuations. Thereof, statistics of hydraulically dependent parameters are calculated.

In one MCS step, a random noise following a Gaussian distribution is added to the nominal demands. The standard

deviation σ is chosen as a percentage of the nominal demand. Then EPANET is called to calculate the pressures

resulting from the noisy demands. After a sufficient number of steps, the statistics of resulting pressures due to

process noise is determined. From this the vector of the standard deviations of the pressures in every nodeσσσdp is built.

Unfortunately, MCS comes along with high computing time. To get good statistics of the parameters one wants to

evaluate, thousands to millions of calculation runs have to be performed. There are techniques and algorithms to save

on the high computational effort, like Latin Hypercube Sampling, but still thousands of simulation runs remain.

To save signnificantly on computation time, a HSSM was developed for WDS by Neumayer et al. [3], promising

good approximations for the desired statistics through just one EPANET simulation run for the nominal demand and

the solution of a linear equation system.

Therefore the uncertain pressures due to demand uncertainties are formulated as

ΣΣΣdp = KKK−1ΣΣΣdqKKK−T , (1)

where KKK is the stiffness matrix of the linearized hydraulic problem (Neumayer et al. [3]), ΣΣΣdq is the covariance matrix

of the demands and ΣΣΣdp the one for the pressures resulting from uncertain demands. The standard deviation σσσdp of
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the pressures in every node is then the square root of the diagonal elements of ΣΣΣdp

σσσdp =

√
diag(ΣΣΣdp) . (2)

2.2. Sensor placement under incorporation of process noise

For sensor placement, the projection-based location scheme proposed by Casillas et al. [4] is used. The normalized

projection matrix Ψi j, serving as mathematical foundation of the sensor placement algorithm, consists of three matri-

ces; The sensitivity matrix SSS , the residual matrix RRR and the diagonal matrix QQQ(qqq) representing the sensor positions.

SSS consists of the sensitivity vectors sss j expressed by the discrepancy between the pressure estimations of a hydraulic

model simulation p̂ f j

i and the pressures of a leak free simulation p̂i

SSS = [sss1, sss2, . . . , sssm] with sss j =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

p̂
f j
1
−p̂1

f j

...
p̂

f j
n −p̂n

f j

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (3)

f j represents the leak magnitude at node j. RRR consists of the residual vectors built in the same manner, but with a

different leakage size fk and without normalization due to this leakage size. This represents measurements in the

system. The sensor configuration is mapped into the binary vector qqq = [q1, . . . , qm], with qi being 1, if a sensor is

placed at node i respectively 0 for no sensor. If n sensors are placed in the system, the sum over qqq should be equal to

the number of sensors (
∑m

i=1 qi = n). The matrix QQQ(qqq) is a diagonal matrix constructed from this binary vector

QQQ(qqq) = diag(q1, . . . , qm) . (4)

The elements of the projection matrix ψi j(qqq) with respect to the sensor positions can be calculated according to Casillas

et al. [4] throughout

ψk j(qqq) =
rrrT

k Q(qqq)sss j

|Q(qqq)rrrk | · |Q(qqq)sss j| . (5)

From this an error index εi is calculated as an isolability measurement

εi(qqq) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0 if ψii = max (ψi1(qqq), . . . , ψim(qqq))

1 otherwise
. (6)

The error index ε(qqq) that takes all nodes into account is

ε(qqq) =

m∑
i=1

εi(qqq)

m
. (7)

This index has to be minimized, to obtain the optimal solution for the sensor placement for a specific number of

sensors. Calculating ε(qqq) for every possible combination of sensors can be a very time consuming task already in

small WDS. For three sensors in a WDS consisting of, for example 400 nodes, there are approximately 10 million

combinations. Therefore GAs are used to obtain optimal respectively near optimal solutions for this problem. In this

work DE, a special GA introduced by Storn and Price [5], is used to solve the positioning problem. The genome

of one canditate solution consists of a n-tuple containing n random numbers between 0 and 1, which are mapped to

indices, representing the positions of the ones in qqq.

To incorporate uncertainties in ψψψ, the process noise can be added into SSS by subtracting σ j from sss j. This punishes

points with high noise resulting from uncertainties. The extension of equation 5 with consideration of the process

noise is then

ψk j(qqq) =
rrrT

k Q(qqq)
(
sss j − w · σ j

)

|Q(qqq)rrrk | · |Q(qqq)
(
sss j − w · σ j

)
|
. (8)
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w represents a weighting value controlling the strength of the influence of the process noise on sensor placement.

Additionally, neighboring and next neighboring nodes were considered in the sensor placement algorithm. This is

similar to the distance-based scoring in Casillas et al. [4], but as we are interested in just neighboring nodes and next

neighboring nodes without other topological information like distance, the scoring function is replaced by

εi(qqq) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if ψii = max (ψi1(qqq), . . . , ψim(qqq))

1/3if ψi j = max (ψi1(qqq), . . . , ψim(qqq)) where j is a neighboring node

2/3if ψi j = max (ψi1(qqq), . . . , ψim(qqq)) where j is a next-neighboring node

1 otherwise

. (9)

Furthermore, flow and pressure of the inlet and outlet of the system is supposed to be known, because this should

always be required in a DMA. For this reason, fixed sensor positions were incorporated into the sensor placement

algorithm. This was achieved by setting q j = 1 if j is the inlet respectively the outlet of the system.

2.3. Leakage Localization with Differential Evolution

In the approach presented in this paper, finding leakages in WDS is achieved by solving an inverse problem. For

that reason, pressure and flow is measured at n selected sensor positions in the WDS. Simultaneously, a calibrated

hydraulic model of the investigated WDS is simulated with EPANET. The input parameters xxx of the hydraulic model,

in this case parameters describing the leakage (in EPANET the emitter coefficient ce and the emitter exponent ee), are

tuned in such a way, that the discrepancy of the real-world measurements mi and the resulting pressures and flows

obtained from the simulated model m̂i(xxx) with respect to a parameter set is minimized

f (xxx) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(mi − m̂i(xxx))2 → min
xxx

f (xxx) . (10)

For solving this optimization problem, DE is used again. The genome of a candidate solution for a single leakage and

therefore the input parameter vector xxx can be described by the two-tuple xxx =
(
ce, Lp

)
, where ce represents the emitter

coefficient in EPANET and LP represents the leakage position in the WDS. Taking just single leakages at one specific

time-stamp into account, ee can be set to a fixed value, because all possible leakage outflow values can be represented

by a fixed ee through variation of ce and vice versa (see Fig. 1). This is similar to the genome Wu et al [6] used.

However, to solve the inverse problem Wu used a competent GA (Wu and Simpson [7]) to find leakages.

Fig. 1. Calculated leakage outflow Q in l/s with the power-law equation (Q = ce · pee ) for a fixed pressure of p = 40 m as a function of the emitter

coefficient ce and exponent ee depicted as a contour plot. Different combinations of ce and ee lead to same Q values (red and green lines). Therefore

all leakage outflows can be repesented, if either ce or ee is fixed by variation of the other parameter.
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3. Results

3.1. Model network of Poulakis from literature

The first investigated network is a model network introduced by Poulakis et al. [2]. It consists of one reservoir,

30 nodes and 50 pipes and has a total length of approximately 71 km. The diameters of the pipes range from 300 to

600 mm. To every node a constant demand of 50 l/s is allocated. To investigate the effect of demand uncertainties

to pressures in the whole WDS, a MCS with 10000 simulation runs was performed. The uncertain demands were

randomly selected from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of μ = 50 l/s and a standard deviation σ of 10 %. The

statistics of uncertain demands per node and therein of the resulting pressures is depicted in Fig. 2. The demand

variations lead to Gaussian shaped pressure uncertainties, although with different σ depending on their position in the

system. The σ associated with every node in the system is also represented in Fig. 3 on the right hand side and served

as a measurement of process noise on nodes. On the left hand side, the mean pressure differences E(P(QOUT )) in the

model net due to the leakage outflow QOUT set on every pipe in the system can be seen. The most sensitive points due

to leakage outflow are also the most sensitive points due to demand fluctuations.

Calculating the ideal sensor positions for two pressure sensors without consideration of the process noise in

Poulakis net resulted in five optimal configurations with the same ε value of ε = 0.044. The leakage magnitude

for the sensitivity matrix was different than the leakage magnitude which was used for the residual matrix calcula-

tions. For SSS leakages were assessed with an emitter coefficient ce = 0.5 and an emitter exponent of ee = 0.5, whereas

for the RRR calculations the emitter coefficient was set to ce = 0.6 and ee = 0.5.

The five ideal sensor combinations were (J-07, J-29), (J-19, J-29), (J-27, J-29), (J-05, J-29) and (J-19, J-27) (see

Fig. 4). If the process noise is incorporated in the sensor placement algorithm, only one sensor placement was left

with ε = 0.044. This was the combination of pressure sensors in nodes J-05 and J-29. All other configurations led

to higher ε values. In Fig. 5 on the left, the outcome of leakage localization simulations with this ideal placement

for a leakage with an outflow of Q = 2.2 l/s can be seen. The blue triangles show pressure and the black triangle

flow measurement positions. The actual position of the leak is depicted as a gray cross, whereas the red circles show

found leak positions for one-hundred simulation runs. The leakage size was set to ce = 0.5 and ee = 0.5 in EPANET.

The higher the opacity, the more often a leak was found on the pipe. The right side of Fig. 5 shows the percentage

of direct hits (H = 45 %) on the leakage pipe (H), hits on the next neighboring pipes (NN = 12 %), hits on the next

nearest neighboring pipes (NNN = 28 %) (pipes being the neighbors of NN) and no hits (O = 15 %) on the three

former mentioned categories.

Fig. 2. MCS with 10000 steps. On the left hand side the demand uncertainties per node are depicted as deviations of the base demand (qD −E(qD)).

On the right side one sees the resulting process noise (pressure uncertainties due to uncertain demands) per node, also as deviations from the

expected pressures with no uncertainty (P − E(P)).
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Fig. 3. On the left side, the leak sensitivity of the pressures as a mean over all leakage events (E(PLEAK )) with ce = 0.5 and ee = 0.5 at all nodes

is depicted for Poulakis net. The right side shows the standard deviation of the process noise σPressure calculated with MCS with 10000 steps for

uncertain demands with a standard deviation of σ = 10%. The most sensitive points with respect to leakages were also the most sensitive points

with respect to process noise.

Fig. 4. This figure shows the ideal sensor positions for two pressure sensors in Poulakis net for calculations without process noise. All ideal sensor

placements resulted in an error index ε = 0.044. The ideal sensor positions are (J-07,J-29)→ (blue triangles), (J-19, J-29)→ (cyan triangles), (J-27,

J-29) → (magenta triangles), (J-05, J-29) → (black triangles) and (J-19, J-27) → (red circle). Considering the process noise resulted in just one

outcome, namely (J-05, J-29) , because the other placements became worse due to the process noise.

Fig. 5. The left side of the figure shows the model network introduced by Poulakis with two pressure measurement devices (blue triangles).

Additionally flow (black triangle) and pressure (blue triangle) at the inflow point (top-left) is assumed to be known and can therefore be assumed as

an additional measurement location. The grey cross marks the actual leakage position with a leak magnitude of Q = 2.2 l/s. Red circles correspond

to possible leakage positions found in 100 simulation runs with DE. The opacity shows, how often the leakage was found at that position. The

right side of the figure shows a bar plot containing information, how often the leakage was found at the actual leakage position (H), the nearest

neighboring pipes (NN), all next nearest neighboring pipes (NNN) and other hits (O) further from the actual leakage position.
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3.2. Real-world network of a part of the city of Linz

This real-world network consists of one reservoir, 392 nodes and 452 pipes with a total length of approximately

37 km. The pipe diameters vary from 70 to 400 mm and there are different demands on the nodes corresponding

to different real-world customers. The same methodology as for Poulakis net was applied to this network. Again,

the sensitivity of pressure due to leakages with ce = 1.0 and ee = 0.5 in the system and the influence of demand

uncertainties on pressure measurement points was calculated. For the process noise, calculations with 10000 MCS

with a Gaussian distribution for demands with a mean μ being the actual nodal demand and standard deviation of

σ = 10% was applied (see Fig. 6). The nodes which were sensitive to leakages were now not on compulsion the most

sensitive points due to the process noise. The reasons for this were on the one hand the different nodal elevation and

on the other hand the various nodal demands.

An optimal sensor placement for four pressure sensors was again calculated with DE for this system considering

the process noise leading to a placement with ε = 0.2072. For both, calculations of the sensitivity matrix SSS and the

residual matrix RRR, leakage was set to ce = 1.0 and ee = 0.5. The results of the leakage detection for a leakage outflow

of Q = 6 l/s with DE are shown in Fig. 7. The leakage spot was hit in 11 % of the simulations, 29 % hit direct

neighboring pipes of the leakage and 19 % hit neighbors of this pipes. This results a performance of 59 % of leakages

found on surrounding pipes of the actual leakage spot.

Fig. 6. On the left side the leak sensitivity of the pressures as a mean over all leakage events (E(PLEAK )) with ce = 1.0 and ee = 0.5 at all nodes is

depicted for the real-world network located at the city of Linz (Austria). The right side shows the standard deviation of the process noise σPressure
calculated with MCS with 10000 steps for uncertain demands with a standard deviation of σ = 10%.

4. Conclusion

This paper focused on incorporation of process noise (demand uncertainties leading to uncertain pressures in the

measurement points) in a pressure sensor placement algorithm for leakage localization in WDS. For process noise

calculation, two methodologies were proposed. One is based on MCS, the other one on a HSSM. The calculations of

the process noise showed that most sensitive points with respect to leakages can also be the most sensitive points due

to demand fluctuations. Therefore, this nodes are less ideal and robust to place sensors on. This is why the process

noise should be considered in sensor placement algorithms. This was achieved by calculating the standard deviation of

the pressure measurement points due to demand uncertainties with MCS and then incorporating it in a non-binarized

leak sensitivity matrix with a projection based leak isolation approach from literature solved by DE. The methodology

was tested in two WDS. First, a model network from literature, and second, a real-world network located in the city

of Linz (Austria). The sensor placement considering process noise led to other optimal sensor positions than the one

with no noise at all. Finally, leakage localization was performed with DE and turned out to work well for both WDS.
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Fig. 7. The left side of the figure shows the real-world network in Linz with four pressure measurement devices (blue triangles). Additionally

flow (black triangle) and pressure (blue triangle) at the inflow (left) and outflow point (right-bottom) of the DMA is assumed to be known and can

therefore be assumed as an additional measurement location. The grey cross marks the actual leakage position with a leak magnitude of Q = 6 l/s.

Red circles correspond to possible leakage positions found in 100 simulation runs with DE. The opacity shows, how often leakage was found at

that position. The right side of the figure shows a bar plot containing information, how often the leakage was found at the actual leakage position

(H), the nearest neighboring pipes (NN), all next nearest neighboring pipes (NNN) and other hits (O) further from the actual leakage position.
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